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Introduction

This dissemination activity report contains a summary of the communication strategies
conducted for the dissemination of the citizen e-consultation Healthy Data, between
December 2021 and May 2022, within the framework of the Joint Action TEHDAS and the
Belgium project AHEAD. More information about the project can be found here.

I) Results

Period of time assessed: 13/12/2021- 13/06/2022

Table 1: Numbers of participation

Contributions 5.932 → 5.722 retained

Visitors* 24.573

Page views** 38.798

Tests completed 4.244 → 2.412 fully completed

*Visitor : single website visits, relative number as data for some points of entry is not accessible

**Page views : each visitor visits one or several pages of the website, counts as one single page view

II) Dissemination activity by the Healthy Data team

Newsletter

Participants that participated in the interactive test or created a profile on our discussion
platform, had the option to sign up to receive our newsletter by sharing their email address.

This encouraged them to revisit the platform to discover the new content and react to
additional contributions. In total, 3.170 newsletters were sent via email. Subscribers could
choose to receive the newsletters either in French, English or Dutch depending on their
preference.
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Table 2: Social media campaign results overview

Date Themes Number of
newsletters sent

Impact of
newsletter

26.01.2022 Event: Data
protection day

Content: Creation of
an interactive story

127 Opened: 69

Open rate: 54.3 %

28.02.2022 Events: World
Cancer Day/ Rare
Disease Day

235 Opened: 117

Open rate: 49,8%

31.03.2022/
04.04.2022 (only for
French speaking
subscribers)

Content: Data reuse
and COVID

754 Opened: 415

Open rate: 55%

25.04.2022 Content: We are
Health project

Event: the EHDS is
coming

893 Opened: 482

Open rate: 54%

04.05.2022 Event: The EHDS is
out

880 Opened: 464

Open rate: 52,7%

16.05.2022 (only for
Dutch speaking
subscribers)

Communication
about a live event in
Ghent

281 Opened: 147

Open rate: 52.3%

Content

Besides the informative content added initially to the platform, the Healthy Data Team will
feed the platform regularly with news about specific events (e.g. World Cancer Day) or
publish content about specific cases that were evaluated as either important or potentially
more interesting for a general audience (e.g. publication of an infographic and text about the
links between data reuse and the COVID-19 pandemic).
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III) Dissemination activity by involved organisations/ project

Organisations’ social media channels and communication tools

Generally, the Healthy Data Team would involve their respective communications teams
from their organisations (i.e Sciensano, the Health Data Hub and the NHS Confederation) in
order to disseminate the consultation in the first place. On the French side, an important
point to note is that the Health Data Hub involved France Assos Santé (FAS) in the process
of creating, conducting and disseminating the consultation. FAS is the name for the National
union of accredited associations of healthcare users.

Different communications channels were used:

· The consultation was disseminated on multiple occasions on the organisations’ social
media channels (in particular: Twitter and LinkedIn, as well as Facebook in the case of
FAS). Reasons to communicate about the consultation could be of different range: to
announce the launch or end of the consultation, to present new content, to attract
important and specific audiences (e.g. Rare Disease Day), to send reminders to
followers to participate in the consultation. Some examples are given below:

o FAS: Twitter, Facebook

o NHS Confederation : Twitter

o Sciensano : Twitter, LinkedIn

o Health Data Hub : LinkedIn

· Articles/ project page and press release after the launch of the consultation on
organisations’ website. Examples below:

o Sciensano

o Health data Hub

o FAS

o NHS Confederation

· Newsletters when the organization counted with one (e.g. FAS)

Organisation specific initiatives

Health Data Hub/ FAS/ ANEPF

● France Assos Santé developed a video to explain and encourage participation and
an infographic proposed by FAS (click here)

● Survey: the Health Data Hub gathered the elements created for the interactive test
(close and open question) and disseminated them to a sample of 1.000 persons.
These have replied through a service external to the Healthy Data platform.
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● Webinar: FAS organized on March 23 a webinar “Health data : What about data
altruism? Health system users, express yourselves!“ in which the Health Data Hub
participated. Patient representatives and health associations benefited from a short
introduction  regarding data altruism  which led to an open discussion, followed by a
presentation of the e-consultation and participants were then encouraged to
participate online to express their view more broadly on the topic of health data
reuse.

● Actions with citizens: in a process of continuous improvement and listening to civil
society, a working group of 7 French citizens (health system users and student
representatives) met between February and May 2022 during 3 one-and-a-half hour
online sessions, to rework the content on the platform and ensure that it was in line
with citizens' expectations of being informed about the re-use of health data. This
work involved restructuring some of the information, which was deemed too dense, to
make it easier to read, and producing a visual highlighting the path taken by health
data during its secondary use. This work will be promoted throughout 2022 because,
although the debate is closed, the site and the information on it will remain accessible
to the public.Their work can be found here (in French, text accessible in English as
well).

● ANEPF organized several presentations of the e-consultation and debates around
health data, in order to make pharmacy students participate and express their views
on the topic. These discussions took place during local and national events with
students in their faculties, with material provided onsite to ensure direct participation
online.

Sciensano

● The organisation shared a text and link towards the consultation Healthy Data within
a survey implemented to assess the impact of COVID-19 on public health/ mental
health, that was sent to more than 19.000 contacts. The following days, the team
noticed a remarkable increase of contributions from Belgian participants (both French
and Dutch speaking) so we presume that this action had a significant impact.

● Actions in high schools: members of Sciensano from the Healthy Data Team
presented the Healthy Data debate in several high schools, followed by a discussion
workshop of one hour and half/ two hours around the reuse of health data. The
workshops will end by elaborating recommendations with the students, based on
their views, that would also feed the consultation.µ

○ For other teachers, a specific section was created on the Health Data website
so they could find teaching tools to bring the topic within their classes.

● Actions with citizens: Together with De Maakbare Mens (a Flemish organization
aiming to inform the general public about the possibilities, risks, and ethical and
societal consequences of new medical technologies), members of Sciensano from
the Healthy Data Team organized a live discussion evening with citizens.

○ As an introduction, three experts briefly illustrated how health data reuse
works in practice. They presented cases on cancer care and research, the
reuse of COVID-19 numbers, and the idea of a personal health data pod.
Next, people were invited into smaller groups to share their ideas on these
cases and to talk about valuable purposes for health data reuse, conditions
and safeguards that should be in place and the way they want to be involved
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in processes of health data reuse. To wrap up the discussion, conclusions
were formulated that will be shared with the European Commission to guide
future policy decisions on (inter)national health data reuse.

○ The evening took place on Wednesday 25 May 2022 in Ghent.
○ 22 citizens participated in the discussion evening.

NHS Confederation

Targeted workshops: The NHS Confederation convened workshops with a range of UK
stakeholder groups including patients, citizens, researchers and industry to conduct
mini-citizen jury sessions. The stakeholder groups represented those identified as providing
a wide range of coverage during the expert interview preparatory phase.

Actions in the media: The NHS Confederation working with print media to publicize the
consultation in the press, with the aim of reaching previously unengaged members of the
public. See example here.

Actions in universities: members of the UK research team presented the Healthy Data
debate in university seminars, followed by discussions around the reuse of health data using
the platform to capture students’ views live.

Actions with parliamentary committees: The UK research team worked closely with UK
Parliamentary Committees to direct individuals contributing to relevant inquiries to the
consultation platform.

Actions with constituents: The UK research team worked with members of the UK parliament
with health briefs or health-related interests who circulated the consultation in their
constituent bulletins.

Actions with healthcare professionals: The UK research team contacted 106 Clinical
Commissioning Groups and worked with Proud2beOps to capture the views of non-digital
experts in the health and care settings.

TEHDAS

Within the joint action, we benefited from the help of the communication work package to
elaborate our communication plan and to disseminate our consultation:

● The consultation and the steps realized were mentioned in several bulletins (internal
newsletter between work packages)

● Support in identifying other relevant means to disseminate the consultation such as
the Commission representations in the member states, DG Sante’s communication
channels, active patient/citizen advocates on social media etc.  

● A news item was published on the tehdas.eu website. The consultation was also
promoted on social media and in the December and April issues of the TEHDAS
newsletter

● Request for communication support from DG Sante and HaDEA.  
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● A new tool was created, a pop up, for the tehdas.eu website to ensure the visibility of
the consultation. The consultation also had a specific highlight both on the website
and on TEHDAS Twitter for its whole duration

IV) Dissemination activity by external partners

The success of the consultation would not have been possible without the help of partners
across our three countries and across Europe. The main dissemination activity was to
contact and partner with health and data stakeholders for them to communicate about the
consultation to their respective audiences.

Who?

More than 1100 organisations or actors were contacted individually, primarily through emails.
Each organisation will conduct its own communication strategy in that regard, always in
coordination with the two others by providing weekly updates within the team’s weekly
meetings. Along with national stakeholders, the three organisations will also contact
European actors, which are included within the numbers indicated below.

Table 3: Number and type of organisations contacted

Types of organisation
contacted

HDH Sciensano NHS
Confederation

Membership
Organisations/

Associations/ Civil Society
(national and EU)

32 123 48

Public organisations
(national and EU)

10 16 14

Healthcare infrastructures /
health networks

8 2 3

Research Institute/
Research projects/ Cohorts

53 6 13

High Schools/ Universities 8 100 20
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Think tank 3 0 3

Media 12 3

Political body/ Politicians
(e.g. Ministries, MEPs etc.)

230* 2

Autres 26 331

*All mails included: possible that one political will be contacted multiple times within the framework of
different working groups (eg. MEPs present in several Parliamentary Commissions)

See Annex I to find a detail report of the organizations contacted by each organizations

How?

Potential partners were primarily contacted through mails. Some were also contacted
through their social media channels, in particular Facebook groups, to maximize the chance
of responsiveness. The format to contact partners was decided by each organisation.

What?

Throughout the entire project we established different strategies to attract as many citizens
as possible that partners could implement for their respective audience:

● We created initially a toolkit of language elements, visuals, and potential social media
messages that could be used as the basis for communication, leaving the content
and format to the discretion of the partner. The Health Data Hub also created a
communication toolkit specific to France, in collaboration with France Assos Santé,
and to be used by patients associations. These contents were created so they could
share the consultation through social media channels, articles, website
publications, news items and/ or newsletter.

● Progressively, we encouraged our partners to create specific content themselves,
to save their time and so they can link their main issue/ focus with the reuse of health
data. We did so for different topics such as cancer and rare disease research,
caregivers, general public, diabetes research, innovation etc.

● A final proposition was for partners to write directly to their audience, through
emails for example. This was asked at a later stage of the consultation, as we
presumed progressively that minimizing the distance between the influencer (e.g. a
patient representative) and the recipient (the patient or citizen) could increase the
chance that they would visit and contribute on the platform.

Generally, the option selected the most was to share content through social media channels
such as Twitter, LinkedIn or Facebook. Some partners preferred to publish content on their
website or through their newsletters.
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V) Dissemination activity through social media optimization

A provider (Bind Media) was recruited in April to disseminate sponsored content about the
Healthy Data Debate on Twitter and Facebook. For this, the Healthy Data Team set up an
account for the consultation on both social media. The goal of this campaign was to raise
awareness about health data reuse and attract more citizens on the platform, and see what
content would resonate more with audiences across the three involved countries, i.e.
France, Belgium and the UK. The campaign was divided in two phases.

Phase 1 (12th April – 28th April)

Phase 1 was intended to reach a broad audience within the three countries, through
Facebook and Twitter, and direct them towards either the participation platform, the
interactive test or the interactive comic book. In this phase, the public was targeted based on
country (restricted to the three countries involved) and age only, to ensure an accurate
division of the audience. The minimum age required was 18. Segments were “18-24”,
“25-49” and “50 +”.

Table 4: Phase 1 forecasts

Campaign 18 – 24 25 – 49 50 +

Facebook UK 24.000 39.000 22.500

Facebook France 33.000 81.000 51.000

Facebook Belgium 36.000 69.000 39.000

Twitter UK 18.000 33.000 9.000

Twitter France 21.000 63.000 15.000

Twitter Belgium 22.500 48.000 12.000

Campaign Reach by
age group

154.500 333.000 148.500

Phase 2 (2nd May - 9th May)

Phase 2 was intended to reach a more targeted audience, through Twitter only and
re-directing citizens from the three involved countries towards the interactive test. This is
based on the fact that during Phase 1, the most successful landing page among the three
tested was the interactive test. In phase 2, for payment technical issues, the campaign could
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not be realized on Facebook. In this phase, audiences were targeted based on countries,
age (over 25) and specific interests. These specific interests were concerning people or
accounts talking about the EHDS legislation publication, identified through keywords, such
as “EHDS”, “health data”, “TEHDAS”, “#patient engagement” etc.

Overall results and summaries

Table 5: Overall results overview

Phase Impressions* Clicks Click-through Rate
(CTR)

1 1.256.181 4.284 0,34%

2 667.655 7.338 1.10%

Total 1.923.836 11.622 0,60%

*Impressions help measure the number of people who saw the post, even if they didn’t actively
contribute to the consultation.

Table 6: Summary of campaigns’ impact

Phase 1 Summary Phase 2 summary Comparative
summary

● Higher CTR on Facebook
than Twitter

● France had the highest
engagement rate both for
Facebook and Twitter

● Generally, for both channels
as within all countries, the
50+ ad group had the highest
CTR

● The interactive test had the
highest CTR test except for in
France where the interactive
comic book was the most
successful one

● Within the period of the
phase one

● CTRs were very
similar between
countries

● Twitter brought
a significant
higher share of
website traffic
(71,3%)

● Higher quality
of traffic during
the campaigns
compared to
the activity run
before

● Increased
number of
French and UK
visitors during
the campaign’s
time period.
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Annex I - Institutions contacted for dissemination

Colour code:

Blue: Health Data Hub contacts list

Red: NHS Confederation contacts list

Green: Sciensano contacts list

Institution contacted Type

Health Data Hub - Conseil Scientifique Consultatif Independant Comitee

Health Data Hub - Gouvernance (auprès de ses 56 parties
prenantes)

NA

CESRESS Independant Comitee

Associations de FAS et délégations régionales Membership Organisation

JNA Membership Organisation

Seintinelle Membership Organisation

ANEPF Membership Organisation

universités dont UPEC, Paris cité, Bordeaux,Côte d’Azur, etc) Universities

Institut d’études et de conseil (dont Pergamon, Sanoia, Heva,etc.) Consulting Firm

AFCRO Contract Research
Organization

CNAM Public Body

Cohorte iShare Research Cohort

Une dizaine de porteurs de projets et responsables de données
(dont, APHP…)

Hospital
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TousPartenairesCovid Membership Organisation

Groupe de travail citoyen Other

Think tank dont (Renaissance Numérique, Institut Montaigne, La
Villa Numéris,…)

Think Tank

DNS, cellule éthique Public Body

NHS Confederation Non-governmental
organisation

Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy Public Body

Department for Health and Social Care Public Body

National Health Service X Public Body

Government Digital Service Public Body

Office for Life Sciences Public Body

National Health Service AI Lab Public Body

Department for Sport, Culture and Media Public Body

215 x NHS Trusts Hospital

106 x Clinical Commissioning Groups Hospital

20 x UK Univeristies Universities

Proud2beOps Health Network

Patient Association Membership Organisation

National Voices Membership Organisation
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Healthwatch Membership Organisation

Medical Research Council Funding Institute

Health Union Union

Parliament Public Body

Cancer Research UK Membership Organisation

Local government Public Body

British Medical Association Membership Organisation

General Medical Council Membership Organisation

International Hospital Federation Membership Organisation

Wellcome Sanger Institute Research Institute

Wellcome Research Institute

HDRUK Research Institute

Unison Union

Royal Colleges of Nursing Trade Union

Institute for Government Think Tank

Bioindustry Membership Organisation

BIVDA Membership Organisation

Digital Health Media

EBI-EMBL Research Institute
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Genetic Alliance Charity

Genomics England Public Body

Ada Lovelace Institute Research Institute

ICO Regulator

Medical Schools Council Membership Organisation

UK BioBank Research Institute

UKRO Membership Organisation

National Data Guardian Regulator

CDEI Public Body

Health Research Association Public Body

British Heart Foundation Charity

Use MY data Membership Organisation

Policy Connect Think Tank

Defend Digital Me Public Association

The Alan Turing Institute Research Institute

NHS Digital Public Body

MedConfidential Public Association

ADR UK Research Institute

AMRC Membership Organisation
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PHG Foundation Think Tank

Royal Statistics Society Charity

Open Data Institute Charity

ONS Public Body

CLOSER Research Partnership

Nuffield Council of Bioethics Charity

DigitalHealth Media

Health media circulation (trades) N/A

Science and Technology Committee Parliamentary Committees

Health and Social Care Committee Parliamentary Committees

Rewired Media

Our Future Health Research project

Observatory for Monitoring Data-Driven approaches to COVID-19 Research project

The British Academy Research project

AESGP Membership Organisation

Aim-mutual Membership Organisation

COST Research funder

BiomedEurope Membership Organisation

Cedentists Membership Organisation
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CPME Membership Organisation

EAU Membership Organisation

Efanet Membership Organisation

EFNA Membership Organisation

EFPIA Membership Organisation

EJD Membership Organisation

EORTC Membership Organisation

EPF Membership Organisation

EPHA Membership Organisation

Eucope Membership Organisation

EURIPA Membership Organisation

EURODIS Membership Organisation

Europabio Membership Organisation

European Blood Alliance Membership Organisation

European Brain Council Membership Organisation

European Cancer Patients Coaltion Membership Organisation

FEAM Membership Organisation

FEDCAR Membership Organisation

Fens Membership Organisation
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HOPE Membership Organisation

HOSPEEM Membership Organisation

IPPOSI Membership Organisation

Medicines for Europe Membership Organisation

MedTechEurope Membership Organisation

Nanotechia Membership Organisation

PGEU Membership Organisation

SIOPE Membership Organisation

UEMO Membership Organisation

UEMS Membership Organisation

Belgium Patients association VPP patients association/
civil society

Belgium Patients association LUSS patients association/
civil society

Belgium Patients association Radiorg patients association/
civil society

Patient expert center patients association/
civil society
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Teachers secondary schools High schools (42
teachers from french
speaking schools, 52
Dutch speaking)

Maakbare Mens patients association/
Civil society

Gezondheid.be/passionsante.be media

Stichting tegen kanker/fondation contre le cancer patients association/
civil society

Kom op tegen kanker patients association/
civil society

Koning Boudewijn Stichting patients association/
civil society

MediSfeer/ NumeriKare

BELSPO Public organization

IMA/AIM Public organization

Intego

Kabinet Vandenbroucke, Nick Marly Political body

FOD VVVL Public Organization

RIZIV - INAMI Public Organization

Statbel Public organization
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Kruispuntbank voor Sociale Zekerheid Public organization

eHealth Public organization

Rijksarchief Public organization

VUB University

Metamedica (Ugent) University

VLIR/ Cref University

UGent Public health department University

VITO research center

Sciensano COVID survey Research institute

PHIRI Consortium

HELICON Research project

VUB Interface Demography Research Group University research
group

UCL IRSS (Institut de reserche santé et société) University research
centre

Make.org Citizen participation
organization

Collectif citoyen Citizen participation
organization
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forum des jeunes Citizen participation
organization
(youngsters)

Democratie Belgium Citizen participation
organization

Mr . Mondialisation Media

Club de Mediapart Media

Voices of Europe Citizen participation
organization

Renew Belgium Citizen participation
organization

Réseau Santé Bruxellois/ Réseau Santé Wallonie Public organization

Aidants proches patients association/
civil society (17)

Alteo (mouvement des personnes malades, valides ou
handicapées

Alzheimer Belgique

Ligue Alzheimer

Crohn- RCUH

Association du diabète

Endométriose Belgique
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Ligue francophone belge contre l'epilepsie

FOCUS Fibromyalgie Belgique

Ligue en faveur des insuffisants rénaux

Groupe d'entraide des syndromes d'Ehlers-Danlos  (MR)

Ligue Huntington Francophone Belge

Rare disorders Belgium

Association Parkinson

Psytoyens

Similes Bruxelles

Similes Wallonie

Ligue belge de la sclérose en plaque

cancer 7000 patients association/
civil society (specific to
cancer, 39)--> through

mail or their social
media channels

la vie en marche

les rayons de l'espoir

vie en rose
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Aide aux enfants cancéreux

CAP esperance

class contact

eclarcie

ensemble, pas à pas

jennifer

jour après jour

le rêve bleu

les enfants de salut sanguinis

mes mains pour toi

sun child

un temps pour aimer

tri-angles

casa clara

make a wish

europa donna

10 femmes pour 4000

au sein des femmes
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vivre comme avant

lovely solidarity

fond samuel

association belge des victimes de l'amiante

association francophone des mutilés de la voix de Belgique

battants de la voix

actions lymphome wallonie bruxelles

association pour la lutte contre le mélanome malin

mymu wallonie bruxelles

familial adenomatous polyposis association

can cé-tu

centre harvey cushing

espace PAD

- European Cancer Organisation | Facebook

-        European Cancer Patient Coalition (ECPC) | Facebook

-        Association of European Cancer Leagues | Facebook
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-        KickCancer Foundation | Facebook

- Pink Ribbon Belgium | Facebook

Gezondheid en wetenschap (podcast, newsletter & website) Media (9)

Bodytalk

Journalists FR & NL (Sciensano comm team)(eg. Koen
Wauters)

Humo, Vier

Universiteit van Vlaanderen (Podcast)

Nerdland (Podcast) Lieven Scheire

Politico Europe (Ashleigh)

De Tijd - Technologie

Zwijgen is geen optie

EUPHA European association

Le monde selon les femmes Citizen participation
organization (women)

la voix des femmes

conseil des femmes francophones de Belgique

Femmes & Santé

INFOR-FEMMEs
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Association Femmes d'Europe

BeWise - Belgium women in Science (belge+ européen)

European Women Association

European Centre of the International Council of Women

European Youth Association Citizen participation
organization
(youngsters)

European Youth Forum

European Student's Union

Cercle du libre examen

Redfox

ULB Santé

Jeunes MR

Club de Jeunesse

Fédération des étudiants francophones

AJILE - Association de Jeunesse pour l’Interaction et la Libre
Expérience

ASBL Assembl’Ages (intergénérationnel) Citizen participation
organization (elderly)

30 + 30 ASBL Citizen participation
organization (elderly)
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Centre de Diffusion de la Culture Sanitaire (CDCS asbl) (contacté) Citizen participation
organization (elderly)

Fédération Indépendante des Seniors - ASBL Citizen participation
organization (elderly)

European Senior’s Union Citizen participation
organization (elderly)

Active Senior Citizens of Europe - Age Platform Citizen participation
organization (elderly)

ASBL entraide et culture (personnes précarisées et
fragilisées)

Citizen participation
organization

European MEPs (229)--> some are repeated (mail per
Parliament commission formations)

Politicians

Permanent representations (26) Public organization

AESGP European association

Aim-mutual

BiomedEurope

Cedentists

CPME

Efanet

EFNA

EFPIA
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EJD

EPF

Eucope

EURIPA

EURODIS (veronica popa)

Europabio

European Blood Alliance

European Brain Council

European Cancer Patients Coaltion

FEAM

FEDCAR

Fens

IPPOSI

Medicines for Europe

MedTechEurope

Nanotechia

PGEU

SIOPE
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UEMO

UEMS

Commission representations (24) Public organizations

SPF Santé Publique Public organization

AVIQ Public organization

Hôpital Bordet Health infrastructure/
networks

Zorgnet-Icuro Health infrastructure/
networks

IBM Company

Pharma.be Membership
Organization

VRT Media
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